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ABSTRACT

We report the results of an experiment on

tamer-dependent, connected recognition of 1D Estonian

CVCV words that differ in distinctive quantity. The

words were spoken, and recognized, in sentence pairs of

theform “Did you say (word 1, word 2, word 3)? No, I

said (word 4, word 5, word 6)." The test sentences were

smflen either at the same rate as the training sentences,

orat a much faster rate. Each word was modelled with

spectral estimates for four variable-duration states.

The best recognition results obtained on the test
wonm spoken at the training (faster) rate, were 88!

(641) without probabilities or likelihoods of durations

or duration ratios, 37x (68%) with likelihoods of
muations, and 851 (771) with likelihoods of duration

ratios.

We conclude that speech rate can be a major problem

forautomatic recognition of these words, and that in

Nmse experiments the problem was not completely overcome

using ratios of successive state durations.

INTRODUCTION

In the field of

new interest in
modelling of speech
there is a correction
durations may be

automatic speech recognition, there

implicit [1] and explicit [2,3]

state durations. However, unless

for speech rate, expected state

. inappropriate. In languages which use

{1'5”"Ctive quantity, like Estonian or Finnish,
$Iapp'09riate state durations could lead to

'SrECOQHItion of a large number of words.

is

In this results of an

Estonian CVCV

quantity"

Experim paper,. we report the

wows ent on lautomatic recognition of 10

[Stonian the} differ in distinctive
_ Is_ described as having three consonant

$:::;ties and three vowel quantities: short, long and

Nords :9 [4,5,6,7]. Within our vocabulary of 10 Estonian

mantuo be recognized, 4 words participated in 2 two-way

“ONE 9 C0ntrasts: tee:de—teete and Eggs-kuuzde; and 6

‘ooweparticipated in 2 three—way Contrasts: toode—toote-

\‘ and fig-fl—kaue.

CORPUS

Wad Speech was recorded while one of the authors (K0)

a prepared .text. The text consisted of a
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randomization of 36 occurrences of each of the 10 words,

embedded in 60 repetitions of the sentence pair 'Kas sa

Utlesid (Did you say] ’word 1, word 2, word 3'? Ei ma

fitlesin (No I said) 'word 4, word 5, word 6’". The

randomization was constrained so that each word occurred

6 times in each position in each sentence of the pair.

The text was recorded 3 times. In the first two

recordings, one sentence pair was spoken every 6 seconds.

In the third recording, one sentence pair was spoken

every 4 seconds. The first recording was used to train

the word. models, while the second and third recordings

were used for the recognition tests.

Each recording was digitized at 10000 samples/s.

The digitized :recordings were parameterized in

centisecond frames 'using a 10—channel, filter—bank

spectrum analyzer.

WORD MODELS

We used 15 "word“ models, one each for -Kas sa,

fltlesin, (pause), and the 10 CVCV words.

Utlesid and Utlesin had six. states. The

models for all other words had four states. Each state

had an initial segment of fixed duration, a center

segment of variable (possibly 0)- duration, and a final

segment, again of fixed duration. The minimum duration

of a state was thus the sum .of the durations of its

initial and final segments. The minimum durations of the

four states in the 10 CVCV words were 3+2, 3+3, 3+2, and

2+3 cs.

Utlesid, Ei ma,

The models for

word models were trained using two passes

through the training productions. Pass 1 started with DP

alignments [B] to the "miniav". The miniav for each word

is that training production which has minimum average

distance to all training productions of the word. Pass 1

alignments minimized the distance between each training

production and the miniav. Means and a covariance matrix

were computed over the spectra aligned to each segment of

each hand—marked state of the miniav. Pass 2 alignments

maximized the probability of the training productions

given the Pass 1 means and covariances. Duration

estimates (minimum, average, maximum) for each state were

produced from the Pass 2 alignments.

The

In some experimental conditions, spectral estimates

were tied across word models, j.e., the weighted average

of the means and the weighted average of the

outer-product matrices were computed over corresponding
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segments of the states looped together below:

ON?
(Here we refer to the states by name. We feel that this
is justified because of the good correspondance over
alignments to the miniav). The weights were the number of
spectra aligned to each segment. when spectral estimates
were tied, there was no spectral difference between the
models ‘in word pairs kugs-kuu:de, toote-toozte, and
kais-katte.

RECOGNITION

The routines for connected recognition computed a
spectral match score for the best path through an entire
recording [9,101. That score was the maximum product of
the likelihoods of the observed spectra, over all
segments of all states of all words on the path. The
likelihood of a single spectrum 0‘ under the continuous
multivariate—gaussian probability density function (pdf)
for spectral shape in segment J of state i of word w, was

L(Otlj,i,w) = P(Dili,i,w) .

IJZIZH P(0¢|j,i,ul

The recognition routines used the notion of a
"contrast group". Let C(w) be the contrast group for
word w, i.e., the group of words including word w that we
Expected to be confusable under a pure spectral match
score. Kas sa, Ei ma and (pause) were each assigned to a
one-word group. Utlesid and Utlesin were assigned to a
two-word group. The in CVCV words were assigned to four
contrast groups, one for each V.: /e/, /u/, /0/ or /a/.

The recognition options were:
1) expanded range of state durations;
2) restricted word order;
3) independent probabilities of state durations;
4) independent likelihoods of state durations given

the contrast group;

S) multivariate likelihood of state durations given
the contrast group; ,
independent likelihoods of a pair of state
duration ratios given the contrast group;

7) independent likelihoods of a Second pair of
state duration ratios given the contrast group;

8) multivariate likelihood of the second pair of
state duration ratios given the contrast group.

6 \_4

With expanded state durations, durations in the
range O.S§mini_u through 1.5umaxi'u were permitted.

With restricted word order, Kas sa could only
follow (pause); Utlesld could only Follow Kas sa; El ma
could only follow (pause), Utlesin could only follow
Ei ma; while the other 10 words and (pause) could follow
one another any number of times.

With independent probabilities of state durations,
the spectral score for each possible duration of each
state was multiplied by P(d,ll,w). Pid.li,w) is the
probability of duration d, in state i‘of word w, under
a discrete binomial state duration pdf parameterized by
(min.,u, average;_u, maxi,u).

with independent likelihoods of state duram
given the contrast group, the Spectral score for add
possible duration of each state was multiplied by

L(diii,w,G[w)J = Pidl-li,w) .
imuciuii’idilim)

Hlth the multivariate likelihood of state duraflom
given the .contrast group, the spectral score for and
word w was multiplied. by the tri-varlate gausnan
L(ds_2,ds_,,dslw,G(w)), where S is the number of Halo
in word w.

Hith independent likelihoods of a pair of sin:
duration ratios, the spectral score for each wordw ms
multiplied by a(ratlo,lw,G(w)), rs1,2. The undeng-
ing duration ratio pdf’s, Piratiorlw), were discute
binomials parameterized by the (min,expected,max) vuuu
of ratio,. The first pair of duration ratios testedlifl
was

ratio. d5_2/(ds-2 + ds-t)
ratio; = ds-2/(d5-2 '6 Us) .

The second pair of duration ratios tested [12] was

ratio, ds-2/(ds-2 + d5-1)
ratio; = (ds_2+ds-1)/(d5-2+ds-‘+ds) .

With the multivariate likelihood of the secondpah
of state duration ratios given the contrast group:the
spectral score for each word was multiplied by tm

bi-variate gaussian L(ratio,,ratio;lw,G(w))-

RESULTS

Boxes are drawn on the confusion matrix in TaMe L

Let the count in the boxes divided by the count intheifl
rows be a “similarity score" (these words were atleafl
I’eCY-‘Qnized as a word in the same contrast group). TM“
this confusion matrix shows how a recognition scoreof

881 and a similarity score of 99.41 was obtained whena

baseline SUStEm was run on the Gs/pair test recorwni
The baseline system used the observed range of Sifle

du'a‘ionsi Separate spectral models, unrestricted wom
order, and a path score based only on the spectral mamh.

Figure 1 gives recognition results in terms M
recognition scores on each test recording, and “V“aw
similarity score over the two test recordings. TheCUW°
of recognition scores for the Ss/pair test reco'dmg's
labelled "6". The curve of recognition scores for.”
4s/pair test recording is labelled "4"- The unveof
average similarity scores is labelled "51""-

Under conditions 0-3 in Figure 1, the baselinesdsyz
was used (condition 0), or the baseline 595‘?“ ”Od'he
by three cumulative changes: expanded range 0' d“'“9°fi
(condition 1), tied models (condition 2), and ”5mm
word order (condition 3).

. orNot surprisingly, both the recognition score I
ethe ds/pair recording, and the average similarity 5°°r’

improved with the expanded range of durations.

“dThe recognition score for both recordings decree
inert-“Cewith the tied models, because there was “0 d on_

between the models ln word pairs kude-kuu1de, l2——

252 Se 86.1.2

toofle, and kate-katte, so the routines always chose the

Hrstlisted word of each pair. However, the average

simHarlty score increased with the tied models, from

9L2! to 98.21.

Restricted word order did not significantly affect

therecognition or similarity scores.

Conditions 4-9 of Figure 1 used expanded durations,

Hed models, and restricted word order. Conditions 4-6

med recognition options 3-5, respectively. Conditions

#9 used recognition options 6-3, respectively.

MSCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

As Figure 1 shows, the best recognition results
OMained on the test words spoken at the training
Master) rate, were 881 (641) without probabilities or
eHhoods of durations or duration ratios, 87! (681)
fith likelihoods of durations, and 851 (771) 'with
eHhoods of duration ratios.

Figure 2 is a plot of L(ratio,lw,G(w)) for the CVCV
cmurast groups (from top to bottom) with V, = /e/, /u/,
lo/or /a/. Figure 3 is the analogous plot for ratio3.
The solid curves are for the models made from the
Raining productions. The dashed curves are for models
Mdepost hoc from the 4s/pair productions. As modelled,
the ratio, contrast between toote and toozte was
nunraHzed at the faster rate of speech.

Figure 4 is a scatter plot of the values of ratio,
andratio; observed while modelling the CVCV words in the
"dining recOrding. Figure 5 is the analogous plot for
theds/pair test recording. Polar coordinates were used
for these plots, i.e., the radius is ratio;, and the
“mic is ratio,in/2. Assuming independence, quantity
cmnrast boundaries lie along radii or along rays.

riQure 6 is a scatter plot of the values of the
muations of v, and C2 observed while modelling the CVCV
Hoids of the training recording. Figure 7 is the
a“31090115 plot for the 4s/pair test recording. The
MEMmum permitted state durations were apparently some—

MMtlong for the 4s/pair recording.

We conclude that speech rate can be a major problem
fOfautomatic recognition of these words, and that in
””59 experiments the problem was not completely overcome
““"gratios of successive state durations.
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